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Band: Dehumanized (USA) 

Genre: Death Metal 

Label: Comatose Music 

Albumtitle: Beyond The Mind 

Duration: 39:11  

Releasedate: 14.10.2016 

 

If the notebook had only a few notes, one would assume that the album has made a rather small impression. The 

new album of the Death Metal band Dehumanized proves that this may not always be the case.  

 

The good piece is called "Beyond The Mind" and allows an inside view into the oeuvre of the New York based band 

of nearly 40 minutes. Rather inconspicous riffs introduce the opener "Worthless Prosperity", but therafter the song 

goes faster as typical for this genre. Certainly it isn't trivial banging that blows up in one's face but rather rich in 

variety. There are a lot of changes of pace from down beat to fast blast beats giving the whole stuff an appealing 

dynamic. This is topped off with cunning and sophisticated guitar work. However, the music never loses its brutality 

during the variations. Morever Michael Centrone impresses with his brutal deep growls. On top the great basslines 

stick out now and then. 

 

It makes no sense to highlight any songs as "Beyond The Mind" is simply good considered as complete work. It is 

made to let you bang again and again. And the moment when you think you can make a little break, you can only 

continue breaking your neck. It is just one of these albums that you like to listen to when needing hard, loud and fast 

music that will delight you. It doesn't matter if the songs are two or five minutes long, the main thing is what fires 

like hell. Dehumanized has created such an opus.  

 

Conclusion:  

Dehumanized has delivered, enjoy "Beyond the Mind". 

 

Rating: 8/10  

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/DEHUMANIZED.NY 

 

LineUp: 

 

Michael Centrone – Vocals  

Rich Nagasawa – Guitars  

Anthony Cossu – Bass  

George Torres – Drums  
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Worthless Prosperity 

02. P.C.C.R. 

03. Beyond The Mind 

04. Black Market 2099 

05. Abyss Ambassador 

06. One North 

07. The First Immortal 

08. Last Words 

09. Drawn By Blood 

10. Telepathics 
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